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Aura I (Detail), 2013, Hand-stitched black skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)

Aicon GAllery, new york

July 18 - AuGust 31, 2013
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The Fragrance of the Moon, 2013, Brut for men bottle, Perspex and transparency projector, Dimensions variable.

A b d u l l A h  M.I.  S y e d

in 1964, faberge launched Brut for Men, their now immensely popular fragrance, in an attempt to create a new male market within the traditionally 

feminine realm of perfumes. using the tag line “the essence of man,” Brut set itself up as a catch-all symbol meant to embody a swarm of conflicting 

notions of traditional masculinity, strength and character, while its extreme binary, signified by the word brute, implied the inherent power to do 

so by sheer force of will. Half a century later in a starkly different landscape of identity politics, Abdullah m. i. syed’s Brut-Nama (The Chronicles of 

Brut) sets forth a series of complex interlocking visual chapters, portraying the multiple manifestations of Pakistani muslim masculinity ranging from 

the brutish, raw and unrestrained, to the cultured, gentle and atypical. the work explores the very essence of the dichotomy inherent in the term 

Brut(e) as read through the contemporary undercurrents of political instability, religious and secular tensions, capitalism, terrorism and diasporic 

issues. using a host of recurring symbols, metaphors and imagery across a dizzying array of mediums, syed has created a labyrinthine self-

referential narrative that draws on an obsession with the effects of history and geography on questions of performed identity and the construction 

of multiple contrasting ‘others’. 

Based in sydney and karachi, Abdullah m. i. syed’s practice is rooted in the long history of discourse and debate surrounding colonialism and  

orientalism, now forever altered in a post-9/11 political landscape where nearly all muslim artists find themselves confronting newly complicated 

issues of both personal and perceived identity. As an artist straddling multiple and often conflicting cultures, syed bears witness to the perpetual 

warping and metamorphoses of male muslim stereotypes both from within islamic societies and through the myopic preconceptions of the west. 

the question put forth in this exhibition then is whether our collective notions and assumptions regarding contemporary masculinity have now 

become perilously and inherently imbalanced and, if so, what can be done about it. 

in the work Blockbuster, stills from Pakistani action movies featuring absurd acts of machismo are juxtaposed with production shots from Hollywood’s 

Julius Caesar (1953). the paring suggests the scripted and performative nature of set masculine ideals centered in politics and violence celebrated 

in the popular culture of both the east and the west. the work also speaks to the complex diplomatic relationships between countries like the  

u.s. and Pakistan, where official policy often gives way to shadowy backroom deals, political intrigue and betrayals – another major theme of  

syed’s work. these hyper-masculine values are challenged throughout the exhibition in works such as Aura I & II where hundreds of black and  

white taqiyah (muslim prayer caps) form a patterned hive covering glowing feminine shaped hemispheric moons. the works are ethereal expressions 

of the merging of opposites, the pairing and blending of masculine and feminine that evokes the islamic teaching of Jalal (majesty) and Jamal 

(beauty), and symbolize the restoration of a more balanced conception of the male ideal historically found in islamic tradition.

Another fitting cornerstone of this body of work is syed’s interest in Art Brut (outsider Art), which led him to Pakistani arts-and-craft traditions, 

such as hand-woven rugs and garlands, and the more recent urban Pakistani fascination of adorning commercial trucks with intricate hand-beaten 

metal reliefs and hand-cut stickers. recognized as a masculine domain in Pakistan – the inverse being the case in the west – such crafts are a 

rich source of imagery and tradition, which have gone largely unexplored and underutilized in the realm of contemporary art. in Brut-Nama, all  

of these outsider elements find their way into syed’s formally meticulous practice. exuberantly colored out-sized Brut for Men medallions are set  

off by flashing neon signs and balanced by quietly powerful hand-woven and cut works assembled from u.s., indian and Pakistani currency, while  

collaborative installations involving craftsmen in Pakistan and the u.s. juxtapose the earnest and the ironic both within and amongst works.

taking his cues from both western and eastern vocabularies of art history and post-colonialist theory, syed re-contextualizes all these elements  

in works that celebrate hybridity, pluralism and up-rootedness but question how time and place act as mediators of subjectivity, and come to bear 

on the work’s political and cultural connections to the society that produced it. taken as a whole, Brut-Nama presents a diversity of ideas, techniques 

and material explorations as a balancing act of creative obsession and traditional craft, resulting in a hybrid space where communal wounds, 

memories, dreams and joy are shared, new ideas are layered, traditions are reinvented and Pakistani masculinity is restored to its intrinsically  

‘balanced’ vernacular.

Foreword  by  Andrew Shea
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Discourse within Discourse: The Circle (installation & Detail), 2003, 7 spices, spice-dyed cheese cloth, gold thread and gold leaf, 

Dimensions variable. iAo Gallery, oklahoma city, u.s.
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(left): Flare II, 2013, silkscreen on Bfk rives paper, 29.5 x 21.5 in. (75 x 54.5 cm.)

(right): Flare I, 2013, silkscreen on Bfk rives paper, 29.5 x 21.5 in. (75 x 54.5 cm.)

Brut Nama (The Chronicles of Brut), installation shot, Aicon Gallery, new york, 2013.
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 Aura II, 2013, Hand-stitched white skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.) Aura I, 2013, Hand-stitched black skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)
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(left): Assembly IV: Jafar’s Final Wish, 2013, Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 bills and pins, 14 in. (Dia.) (35.5 cm.)

(center): Assembly III: Blitzkrieg, 2013, Hand-cut and folded uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee 

notes and pins, 42 in. (Dia.) (106.5 cm.)

(right): Assembly II: Innocent Spectacle for Musk, 2013, Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 and $2 bills, 

100 Pakistani rupee notes and pins, 10 in. (Dia.) (25.5 cm.)
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Assembly i: The Hunting Season (Detail), 2013, 

Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani 

rupee notes and pins, 28 x 28 in. (71 x 71 cm.)

Assembly III: Blitzkrieg (Detail), 2013, Hand-cut and 

folded uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee 

notes and pins, 42 in. (Dia.) (106.5 cm.)
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(top left): Weaving Myth I (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved 

u.s. $10 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

(middle left): Weaving Myth II (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved 

50 indian rupee note and 50 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 16 (Bottom left): Weaving Myth V (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and 

weaved u.s. $10 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

(top right): Weaving Myth IV (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved 

British 10 Pound note and 20 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

(Bottom right): Weaving Myth I (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and 

weaved u.s. $2 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)
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et tu Brute, 2013, Black painted green neon sign, 23 x 60 in.(58.5 x 152.5 cm.)
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The Essence of Men, Limited Edition on Sale III, Hand-beaten and galvanized medallion on altered Brut for 

men bottle and packaging, 7 x 2.5 x 2.5 in. (18 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm.)

Brut Nama (The Chronicles of Brut), installation shots, Aicon Gallery, new york, 2013.
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(left): I am Arrow I am Bow: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

(center): I am Sun I am Moon: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, Gold and silver pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

(right): I am Logic I am Emotion: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, chalk pastel, colored pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

(left): I am Pleasure I am Pain: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, chalk pastel, colored pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

(center): I am Horizontal I am Vertical: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

(right): I am Brute I am Gentle: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, ink stamp, gold and silver pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)
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opposite page: I am Center I am Margin: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

this page: I am Quiet I am Loud: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, Graphite, chalk pastel and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)
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(left): Brut for Men: Rose (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

(right): Brut for Men: Lotus (urdu Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

(left): Brut for Men: Target (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

(right): Brut for Men: Heart (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)
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opposite page: Brut for Men: Heart (english Version - Detail), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-

stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

this page: funDADAmentalism, 2013, flashing red neon sign, 30 x 27 in. (76 x 68.5 cm.)
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Blockbusters (installation), 2013, needle tool on found photographs of lollywood movies and found original studio photo-prints from Julius caesar (1953)  

and photographic digital prints, Dimensions variable.
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The Chained Blasphemy (installation & Detail), 2013, Hand-assembled multicolored rubber band chain and dressmaker pins, Dimensions variable.
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Artist BioGrAPHy

AbdullAh M.I. Syed 

An artist, freelance designer, and 
independent curator, Abdullah m. 
i. syed was born in karachi, Paki-
stan (1974). Presently he is com-
pleting a PhD in fine Arts practice 
and lecturing at the college of 
fine Arts (cofA), unsw, sydney. 

syed holds a Bachelor of Art in 
Design (1999) and m.ed. (2001) 
from the university of central 
oklahoma (uco), usA, and master 
of fine Arts (2009) from the col-
lege of fine Arts (cofA), unsw, 
sydney. syed also holds Bachelor 
of commerce (1995) and studied 
Applied chemistry (1994-1995) at 
the university of karachi.

syed has coordinated the Depart-
ment of Design at the karachi 
university, Pakistan and lectured 
at the university of central okla-
homa. His artworks have been 
featured in six solo and several 
local and international group ex-
hibitions, notably; 
2013 Drawing Softly, Thinking 
Aloud, yifu Gallery, shanghai, 
Extra|Ordinary: 37 Do it Yourself 
Art Ideas for Free, canvas Gallery, 
karachi, MiddleHead: 33° 50’ S, 
151°14’ E project, mosman Art Gal-
lery, sydney, Some Other Place, 

Blacktown Arts centre, sydney; 
2012 Play Pause Stop Rewind, law-
rie shabibi Gallery, Dubai, Death 
III, Parramatta Artist studio, syd-
ney, Money Talks, Pataka museum, 
Porirua, The Rising Tide, mohatta 
Palace museum, karachi; 2011 The 
Sound of Drawing, lu Xun Acad-
emy of fine Arts, Dalian, china, 
Mere Humd(r)am, Aicon Gallery; 
Whitewash, Gandhara Art, karachi; 
2010 The Rising Tide, mohatta Pal-
ace museum, karachi; Resemble 
Reassemble, Devi Art foundation, 
Gurgaon; 2009 Figure of Speech, 
chawkandi Art Gallery, karachi, 
Bushwhacked, ivan Doughty Gal-
lery, sydney, Place, Anant Gallery, 
new Delhi, How Nations are Made: 
Lines of Control project, cart-
wright Hall, Bradford; 2008 Simply 
Paper, iVs Gallery, karachi; Lets 
Draw the Line, chawkandi Art Gal-
lery, karachi; 2007 Moving Ahead, 
national Art Gallery, islamabad; 
2006 6/6: The Labyrinth, V m Art 
Gallery, karachi, 3rd ASNA Interna-
tional Clay Triennial, karachi; 2005 
Something Purple, Artist com-
mune, Hong kong; 2003 Edge Art 
Now, iAo Gallery, oklahoma city, 

syed has been as artist in 
residence at cicada Press, sydney 

(2009 and 2013), Blacktown Arts 
centre (2011-2012) and currently 
at Parramatta Artists studios 
(2013). He also attended the Britto 
Artists’ workshop (2005). His no-
table co-curating credits include 
Michael Esson (2010): A Survey 
of Drawings, Michael Kempson: A 
Survey of Prints (2010), Aboriginal 
Dreams (2010), Let’s Draw the Line 
(2008), and 6/6: The Labyrinth 
(2006) all in karachi and Remark-
ing | Remaking: Contemporary 
Australian Drawing Connections 
(2012) and Semblance of Order 
(2013) in sydney. 

syed has won awards including 
the Blacktown Art Prize for works 
on paper (2010), the UNSW’s 
Postgraduate Research Scholar-
ship (2009), the COFA Senior Artist 
from Asia Scholarship (2006), and 
the Individual Artist of Oklahoma 
Award (iAo) for installation (2003), 
oklahoma. syed won runners up 
in the Tim Olson Drawing Prize 
(2010) and was the finalist for the 
International Blake Prize (2013) 
and Woollahra Small Sculpture 
Prize (2013).

syed lives and works between 
karachi and sydney.

BiBlioGrAPHy

bookS

2010  The Rising Tide, contemporary Pakistan Art from 1990 to 2010, mo-
hatta Palace museum Publications, pg 19 and 40 to 44.

2008  Journeys of the Spirit, Pakistan Art in the new millennium, fommA 
and Pakistan national council of the Arts, foundation of museum of 
modern Art Publications, pg 18 & 25

2007  Soul, Draw your soul research Project, satellite Arts & univ. of sun-
derland’s reg Vardy Gallery Publications 
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2013  702 ABc Am radio (Australia), Interview with Linda Mottram, live 
Broadcast on middleHead site

2009  ABc national radio (Australia), Interview with Debora Susan Macoy, 
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The Dawn
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Sydney, Art section
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cover: The Fragrance of the Moon (Projection Detail), 2013, Brut for men bottle, Perspex and transparency projector, Dimensions variable.

inside cover: Aura I (Detail), 2013, Hand-stitched black skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)

Pg. 4: The Fragrance of the Moon, 2013, Brut for men bottle, Perspex and transparency projector, Dimensions variable.

Pgs. 6-7: Discourse within Discourse: The Circle (installation & Detail), 2003, 7 spices, spice-dyed cheese cloth, gold thread and gold leaf, Dimensions variable. iAo Gallery,  

oklahoma city, u.s.

Pg. 8 (left): Flare II, 2013, silkscreen on Bfk rives paper, 29.5 x 21.5 in. (75 x 54.5 cm.)

Pg. 8 (right): Flare I, 2013, silkscreen on Bfk rives paper, 29.5 x 21.5 in. (75 x 54.5 cm.)

Pg. 9: Brut Nama (The Chronicles of Brut), installation shot, Aicon Gallery, new york, 2013.

Pg. 10: Aura II, 2013, Hand-stitched white skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)

Pg. 11: Aura I, 2013, Hand-stitched black skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)

Pgs. 12-13 (left): Assembly IV: Jafar’s Final Wish, 2013, Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 bills and pins, 14 in. (Dia.) (35.5 cm.)

Pgs. 12-13 (center): Assembly III: Blitzkrieg, 2013, Hand-cut and folded uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee notes and pins, 42 in. (Dia.) (106.5 cm.)

Pgs. 12-13 (right): Assembly II: Innocent Spectacle for Musk, 2013, Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 and $2 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee notes and pins, 10 in. (Dia.) (25.5 cm.)

Pg. 14: Assembly i: The Hunting Season (Detail), 2013, Hand-cut uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee notes and pins, 28 x 28 in. (71 x 71 cm.)

Pg. 15: Assembly III: Blitzkrieg (Detail), 2013, Hand-cut and folded uncirculated u.s. $1 bills, 100 Pakistani rupee notes and pins, 42 in. (Dia.) (106.5 cm.)

Pg. 16 (top): Weaving Myth I (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved u.s. $10 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 16 (middle): Weaving Myth II (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved 50 indian rupee note and 50 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 16 (Bottom): Weaving Myth V (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved u.s. $10 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 17 (top): Weaving Myth IV (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved British 10 Pound note and 20 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 17 (Bottom): Weaving Myth I (flying rug series), 2013, Hand-cut and weaved u.s. $2 bill and 100 Pakistani rupee note, 6 x 10 in. (15 x 25.5 cm.)

Pg. 18-19: et tu Brute, 2013, Black painted green neon sign, 23 x 60 in.(58.5 x 152.5 cm.)

Pg. 20: The Essence of Men, Limited Edition on Sale III, Hand-beaten and galvanized medallion on altered Brut for men bottle and packaging, 7 x 2.5 x 2.5 in. (18 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm.)

Pg. 21: Brut Nama (The Chronicles of Brut), installation shots, Aicon Gallery, new york, 2013.

Pg. 22 (left): I am Arrow I am Bow: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 22 (center): I am Sun I am Moon: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, Gold and silver pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 22 (right): I am Logic I am Emotion: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, chalk pastel, colored pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 23(left): I am Pleasure I am Pain: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, chalk pastel, colored pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 23 (center): I am Horizontal I am Vertical: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 23 (right): I am Brute I am Gentle: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, ink stamp, gold and silver pencil and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 24: I am Center I am Margin: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 25: I am Quiet I am Loud: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, Graphite, chalk pastel and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)

Pg. 26 (left): Brut for Men: Rose (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

Pg. 26 (right): Brut for Men: Lotus (urdu Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

Pg. 27 (left): Brut for Men: Target (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

Pg. 27 (right): Brut for Men: Heart (english Version), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

Pg. 28 Brut for Men: Heart (english Version - Detail), 2013, Hand-beaten and hand-stickered (chamak Patti) metal medallion, wood and stainless steel, 59 x 46 in. (150 x 117 cm.)

Pg. 29: funDADAmentalism, 2013, flashing red neon sign, 30 x 27 in. (76 x 68.5 cm.)

Pg. 30-31: Blockbusters (installation), 2013, needle tool on found photographs of lollywood movies and found original studio photo-prints from Julius caesar (1953) and  

photographic digital prints, Dimensions variable.

Pg. 32-33: The Chained Blasphemy (installation & Detail), 2013, Hand-assembled multicolored rubber band chain and dressmaker pins, Dimensions variable.

inside Back cover: Aura II (Detail), 2013, Hand-stitched white skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)

Back cover: I am Circle I am Square: A Page from Brut Nama, 2013, charcoal and type on canson paper, 11 x 11 in. (28 x 28 cm.)
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Aura II (Detail), 2013, Hand-stitched white skull-caps, Perspex dome and neon light, 42 (Dia.) x 22 in. (106.5 x 56 cm.)
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